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abstract
A society is a medium with a complex structure of one-to-one relations between people.
Those could be relations between friends, wife–husband relationships, relations between
business partners, and so on. At a certain level of analysis, a society can be regarded as
a gigantic maze constituted of one-to-one relationships between people. From a physical
standpoint it can be considered as a highly porous medium. Such media are widely known
for their outstanding properties and effects like self-organized criticality, percolation,
power-law distribution of network cluster sizes, etc. In these media supercritical events,
referred to as dragon-kings, may occur in two cases: when increasing stress is applied to a
system (self-organized criticality scenario) or when increasing conductivity of a system
is observed (percolation scenario). In social applications the first scenario is typical for
negative effects: crises, wars, revolutions, financial breakdowns, state collapses, etc. The
second scenario is more typical for positive effects like emergence of cities, growth of firms,
population blow-ups, economic miracles, technology diffusion, social network formation,
etc. If both conditions (increasing stress and increasing conductivity) are observed together,
then absolutely miraculous dragon-king effects can occur that involve most human society.
Historical examples of this effect are the emergence of the Mongol Empire, world religions,
World War II, and the explosive proliferation of global internet services. This article
describes these two scenarios in detail beginning with an overview of historical dragonking events and phenomena starting from the early human history till the last decades
and concluding with an analysis of their possible near future consequences on our global
society. Thus we demonstrate that in social systems dragon-king is not a random outlier
unexplainable by power-law statistics, but a natural effect. It is a very large cluster in a
porous percolation medium. It occurs as a result of changes in external conditions, such as
supercritical load, increase in system elements’ sensitivity, or system connectivity growth.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

0. Introduction
Society is a huge multicomponent system consisting of individuals and relations between them. In turn, social
phenomena are expressed in joint actions of large masses of people, such as co-selection, simultaneous action, and agreed
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Fig. 1. Experimental continuous distribution of real (white dots) and registered (black dots) events for a power-law with exponent – 1.5. Line shows
rank-size distribution of registered events.
Note: Black circles are those basic distribution elements that have been registered (and entered in the sample). It is assumed that the probability of being
registered is proportional to the event size – the smaller the events, the less frequent their registration. If we graph a rank – size plot for black circles, we
will not find a power-law distribution for the resultant sample. The black line shows the ‘‘observed rank-size distribution’’, it does not look like a power-law
distribution, which may mislead a researcher.

decisions which they make. The more people involved in a social phenomenon or process, the more pronounced it will be
and also the more likely for it to have future resonances.
In recent years considerable scholarly attention has been given to the development of network theory [1], dissemination
processes of information and solutions in and through networks, and distributions of objects (including information, people,
technology, etc.) that ultimately comprise complex systems [2]. Our concern is with social networks in terms of: (1) how
goods and services possess a basic network structure [3]; (2) how decisions in financial speculation are determined by the
collective effects of traders who are understood as comprising a social medium; and (3) how social upheavals and conflicts
spread through networks.
There are a number of studies that describe the properties of porous social media with reference to power-law
distributions in various social phenomena. A comprehensive paper [2] reviewing power-law distributions in social
phenomena presented a collection of 24 datasets pertaining to various branches of social sciences, the IT-sector, economy,
biology, etc. In the economic sphere, analyses of datasets from many countries demonstrated the presence of powerlaw tails in wealth and personal income distributions [4–7]. Power law distributions are also present in financial market
fluctuations [8]. A substantial review of economic and financial phenomena obeying the power law is presented in Ref. [9].
Social phenomena obeying the power law include: social commerce networks [10]; scientific citations and productivity of
scientists [11,12]; the demise of firms [13]; processes of learning [14], wars [15]; and severe terrorist attacks [16].
A seminal paper by Sornette [17] developed the concept of ‘‘dragon-kings’’ in power-law distributions, or, more exactly,
‘‘the meaningful outliers, which are found to coexist with power laws in the distributions of event sizes under a broad range
of conditions in a large variety of systems’’. In this paper we consider possible scenarios for the emergence of dragon-kings
abetted by an account of the phenomena throughout human history.
Dragon-king criteria
Unfortunately, the detection of dragon-kings is not a simple task. This is especially relevant for social systems where
we tend to deal with rather small statistical samples. Within technical systems instruments register all events (within the
sensibility diapason of the respective instrument). Within social systems events tend to be registered by people who are
likely to pay more attention to salient, easier detectable events. This leads to situations where small events do get registered
occasionally with the probability based on their size, consequently many of them do get missed. This makes the long tail of
small events much shorter when observed and makes power distribution look like an exponential or other short distribution
(See Fig. 1).
The above-described problem hinders the study of distributions in social sciences since such distributions are often too
short and liable to the ‘‘human filter’’ influence. In order to detect dragon-kings physicists tend to build distributions and
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Fig. 2. Rank-size distribution of French cities population in 2010, log–log scale. Note: the dragon-king in this case is Paris.

Fig. 3. Rank-size distribution of Hungarian cities population in 2010, log–log scale. Note: the dragon-king in this case is Budapest.

to approximate them with power-law functions. However, in social sciences such an approach would work with great
difficulties. That is why for small samples (with less than 30 events) in this article the main method of the dragon-king
detection will not be the distribution approximation in the log–log scale, as is usually done in Physics; we shall rather use
as the criterion the point that the first event takes 70%–90% of all the distribution. In the concluding part of this article we
shall demonstrate with a mathematical model that such an event that encompasses a whole system can be regarded as a
dragon-king in the supercritical phase. In the present article we shall make diagrams for smaller samples (with less than 30
events) in normal rather than log–log scales. Because of the above-described human-observation-filter, it does not appear
reasonable to rely on the curve shapes in the log–log scale, whereas the difference between the first event and the rest would
be much more telling. For distributions based on large datasets (more than 30 points), however, we will rather use a log–log
scale and provide it with power-law approximation curves built with the least-squares method.
The emergence of dragon-kings
Dragon-kings are extra-large phenomena falling out from the scale distribution of events. Our analysis shows that there
are four different cases in which these extra-large phenomena emerge.
1. Capital city effect
We found that in many states the capital city population falls out markedly from the city population distribution. While
the second, third, fourth, etc. cities differ from each other in a certain proportion, this proportion does not hold if we compare
the largest city (the capital) with the second city in size. The capital is much larger: see, e.g., Figs. 2 and 3 (built on datasets
from the World Gazetteer database [ http://world-gazetteer.com/ ]).
Note: In this paper the plots are given in Rank-size format. In some other publications distributions are given in the form
of cumulative distribution function plot or cumulative rank plot. All three representations are equivalent to each other if the
X –Y axes of the plot are switched. We would like to bring the readers’ attention to this point, as this tends to produce some
confusion. That is why in the present article we will use consistently the Rank-size format.
This phenomenon can be called dragon-king, but it is not entirely correct. In fact, we consider different samples. The
capital is not ‘‘the same city’’ as the rest, but only the largest one. The capital, in fact, is not an equal city within the state. It
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Fig. 4. Rank-size distribution of billionaires in Spain in 2011, log–log scale (Forbes dataset). Note: the dragon-king in this case is Amancio Ortega, the
fashion lord.

belongs to another metasystem, the World System (for more detail on this notion see, e.g., [18,19]). Some central financial
and political institutions are concentrated in the capital but are absent in other cities across the country. Therefore, the
capital and other cities cannot be compared within one sample.
Another similar example of the dragon-king effect is ⟨⟨lucky villager⟩⟩. If we take the statistics of gambling winnings in
a small village then, if a couple of gambling houses exist in this small town and the residents play often enough to gather
statistics, then one should expect fairly regular distribution of players’ wins. However, if one of the residents is lucky to
hit the jackpot in the national lottery it will make a definite dragon-king within the town statistics. The example of such a
‘‘lucky villager’’ is Amancio Ortega, Spanish fashion tycoon, whose wealth is a dragon-king in the power-law distribution of
Spanish billionaires’ wealth (see Fig. 4).
‘‘Capital city’’ and ‘‘lucky villager’’ are extraordinarily big events but they do not follow from the properties or the
evolution of the system (village). Alternatively they are in fact belong to a larger external system which manifests itself
on the local level through such events. It should be noted that if a larger external system is present, a dragon-king can be
sustained in the local statistics as a long-term phenomenon. For example, the capital may be a megacity in the respective
country for centuries.
2. Mergers and takeovers of leaders
Another common example of the appearance of an extremely large (supercritical) event falling out of the general statistics
may be a consequence of the interaction between number one and number two. Suppose we have the prevailing distribution,
e.g. a power law one. If, for some reason, the second largest player disappears from the distribution or is absorbed by
the first one, then the first player turns out to be an order of magnitude larger than the nearest competitor. Unlike the
previous case, such a dragon-king is usually short-lived. The content of such a leader, which is united more formally than in
reality, lies beyond the capabilities of existing technologies and eventually leads to the leader’s disintegration or to resource
redistribution (the emergence of a new second player) (see, e.g., Figs. 5 and 6 on the rank-size distribution of empires built
on Taagapera’s [20] data).
In around 1300 the Mongol Empire occupied 72% of all the territory controlled by all the empires of the world, but it
disintegrated rather fast afterwards.
However, neither are dragon-kings necessarily a random temporary phenomenon nor do they necessarily come from an
external system. They may also arise from within as a natural result of the evolution of a respective system. In this paper we
consider two scenarios for the occurrence of such events.
3. System-under-stress scenario
Classic sand-pile and fiber bundle models of the theory of criticality turn out to be rather relevant here. Their essence
is that when the system is under increasing stress or strain, at some point it is forced to discharge this strain and this will
inevitably be a major event.
In the sand-pile model, grains of sand are constantly pouring on top of a sand pile. As a rule, the fall of one grain of sand
leads to the collapse of only a few other grains. But given that the slope of the heap cannot grow infinitely, at a certain
critical angle avalanches start to appear which cover the entire slope. Thus, the addition of one grain of sand causes a major
phenomenon.
In the fiber bundle model a set of fibers is under stress. Fibers have different strengths and if an increasing burden becomes
too large, it leads to the fact that one of the fibers breaks, and the load is redistributed among the remaining fibers, which
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Fig. 5. Rank-size distribution of empires at the time of the Mongol Empire’s greatest might (around 1300 CE). Note: the unit of measurement is 106 km2 .
Mongol Empire is the dragon-king here.
Source: From [20].

Fig. 6. Rank-size distribution of empires immediately after the Mongol Empire’s disintegration (around 1310 CE). Note: the unit of measurement is
106 km2 . There is no dragon-king present here.
Source: From [20].

could lead in turn to an ‘‘avalanche’’ of ruptures, and the rupture of one single fiber leads to serial rupture of a large number
of other fibers. If the load suddenly becomes too large, it can lead to breakage of the beam.
In the above models, we encounter a situation in which the system is under increasing stress, which inevitably leads to
the emergence of macroscopic crisis covering the entire system. Will this event fit into the general distribution?
In the classical sand-pile model big events (avalanches) do occur, but they are included in the overall distribution. A sand
pile approaches a critical slope determined by physical properties of sand particles (gravity, size, moisture content) and
when the pile is in this critical state, there is a power-law size distribution of avalanches, i.e. although major events occur,
they are not the dragon-kings with respect to other events.
In reality the system may flip from subcritical to supercritical phase with the change of outer conditions or evolution
of the properties of the system itself. When the system is in the subcritical phase, large events are impossible (in terms of
probability); when it suddenly jumps to supercritical phase they become inevitable – the system discharges the strain in
one big avalanche covering the entire system (or entire integrated part of it).
Thus, we assume that one of the most important scenarios of dragon-king emergence is a case of a system under stress
for which in subcritical, close to critical state a statistical distribution is formed, and then at some point the susceptibility
of the elements (cells, fibers, people) to stress exceeds the critical boundary and there occurs an extra-large (supercritical)
event, the avalanche, which covers the entire system. This phenomenon falls out of statistics since all the previous statistics
were related to the subcritical state, while the phenomenon occurs in the supercritical set of parameters. In turn, after the
passage of this massive avalanche the system discharges the strain and returns to the subcritical state, i.e. the subsequent
statistics will again not be comparable with the dragon-king (see, e.g., [21]).
One example of such scenarios is provided by the statistics of rebellions/civil wars that tended to develop through the
pressure of growing populations under conditions of limited resources. Increasing stress (starvation, instability) affects the
whole system and increases the sensitivity of all elements, making it easy to involve them into the rebellion (see Fig. 7 based
on dataset by White [22]; the estimates for the Taiping Rebellion death toll are taken from Huang [23]):
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Fig. 7. Rank-size distribution of the largest rebellions/civil wars of the 19th and 20th centuries, log–log scale. Note: the dragon-king in this case is the
Taiping Rebellion in China (the mid-19th century).

It appears necessary to note that the majority of the Taiping Rebellion victims died not as a result of direct violence,
but because of diseases, famine, floods, etc. that took place in direct connection with the above mentioned events. The most
destructive results were produced by the break of the dams along the Yellow River in 1853. As a result the great Chinese river
changed its course (before these events it flowed to the ocean south of the Shandong Peninsular, and afterwards it began to
flow north of it), and a large part of densely populated Northern China was literally washed away. Numerous people died
directly as a result of the flood, still more were left without sustenance, and fled to the cities where the Qing government
totally exhausted by the Taiping War had no resources to provide them with food. As a result, millions of undernourished
people died of diseases and famine (see, e.g., [24] for more detail).
This is a system-under-stress scenario. An avalanche started by the Taiping Rebellion led to a chain of other rebellions
in various parts of the Qing Empire, provoked the British–French intervention, the catastrophic flood, etc. By the beginning
of the rebellion the system was already overstrained by overpopulation, food shortages, etc., whereas the starting crisis
developed and provoked destructions of infrastructure and the imminent collapse.
4. Percolation scenario
Let us regard the phenomenon of percolation through a porous medium. Suppose we have a network of cells that can be
mutually connected, but the presence of these links is accidental. Percolation theory studies the question of the presence of
cross-cutting linkages between two selected elements of a network; that is, it is the question whether there is a way in the
present graph by which you can pass from one element to another. The second studied question is how the network clusters
are size-distributed. A cluster is a set of elements of the graph that are connected with each other, but are not associated
with any elements of the other clusters.
The formation of percolation clusters is very well interpreted for social systems. A percolation cluster is a collection of
people who made certain choices, e.g. chose a certain brand of goods, entered one organization, engaged in some kind of
overall activity under the influence of the choice of each other. The boundary of the cluster passes through the links which
are much weaker than the communications of people inside the cluster. Communication with people from other clusters is
also present but is not strong enough for the choice prevailing in the first cluster to penetrate and fill nearby clusters.
Thus, examples of clusters in a society include buyers of a certain brand in the market, states within their boundaries,
various communities, including political and religious ones, interest groups, speakers of one language, supporters of a
particular decision about selling or buying at the stock exchange.
The simplest realization of the percolation model is a rectangular grid in which the presence of edges between the
nodes is determined by a random function with uniform distribution. The critical probability value for this model equals
0.5 (pc = 0.5).
Subcritical phase, p < pc
If the probability of ties between the neighboring grid points is below the critical level, there is a large number of small
clusters (see Fig. 8).
Cluster size distribution in the subcritical regime is not a result of a power-law and can be approximated by a stretchedexponential law. The distribution is dominated by clusters of minimum size (1 or 2 cells), the share of which is comparable
to the size of the system (at p = 0.25 approximately half of grid nodes belong to clusters of size 1 and 2).
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Fig. 8. Percolation clusters and their size distribution at probability of ties between the neighboring grid points being below the critical level (p = 0.25).

Fig. 9. Percolation clusters and their size distribution at probability of ties between the neighboring grid points approaching the critical level (p = 0.48).

Critical threshold p → pc
As connection probability values approach the critical level, the picture of clusters gets more complicated, the clusters
have a fractal structure and lose their characteristic scale (see Fig. 9).
Cluster size distribution acquires clearly expressed power-law character. There is a maximum diversity of clusters in
the system, and there is no clearly defined characteristic size. In the clusters there is a large number of ‘‘bridges’’, single
bonds between two elements whose removal would lead to the disintegration of the cluster. Thus, the system of clusters is
vulnerable and highly sensitive to small changes (adding or removal of a single bond).
Supercritical phase, p > pc
When the probability of connection exceeds a critical value, the system suddenly becomes bound into a coherent whole.
There emerges one huge cluster (also called the infinite cluster) covering the entire system except for the inclusions (small
isolated clusters) (see Fig. 10).
Statistics of the clusters has a power-law distribution, except that there appears a dragon-king, a huge cluster covering
almost the entire system. This cluster is insensitive to disturbance; the removal of several bonds cannot bring it to decay
into its constituent parts.
Thus, the second scenario of a dragon-king emergence, along with the scenario of a system under stress, is percolation
scenario, which is to increase the probability of ties beyond the critical value. In fact, this scenario is triggered when the
system connectivity suddenly increases (as restrictive barriers fall down, price of communications and logistics is reduced,
topology of the bonds gets more complicated). In these conditions, the effect of ‘‘globalization’’ appears, as one of the clusters
suddenly expands its influence on the entire system.
Examples of such a scenario are provided by the diffusion of world religions that tend to generate dragon-kings,
major denominations for Christianity (Roman Catholic Church) and Islam (Sunni) (see Figs. 11 and 12 based on World
Council of Churches http://www.oikoumene.org/en/member-churches/ and The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life
http://pewforum.org/Topics/Religious-Affiliation/Muslim/ data respectively):
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Fig. 10. Percolation clusters and their size distribution at probability of ties between the neighboring grid points exceeding the critical level (p = 0.52).

Fig. 11. Rank-size distribution of Christian denominations by number of followers, millions of people, log–log scale. Note: the dragon-king in this case is
the Roman Catholic Church. Note that ‘‘denomination’’ is usually defined as ‘‘A large group of religious congregations united under a common faith and
name and organized under a single administrative and legal hierarchy’’ (e.g., http://www.thefreedictionary.com/denomination).

Fig. 12. Rank-size distribution of Islam denominations by number of followers, millions of people. Note: the dragon-king in this case is the Sunni
denomination (83% of all the Muslims of the world are Sunnis).

Another example of connectivity scenario (together with stress scenario) is the Black Death plague in 14th century. The
establishment of Mongol Empire increased the connectivity of the World-System developing the Silk Road. At the same
time, climate changes and starvation made cities more sensitive to diseases. This pandemic killed up to 40% of population
in Europe as well as in China and Central Asia, forming a huge connected cluster.
Perhaps an even clearer example of percolation scenario in the human world is provided by the emergence of the
Facebook phenomenon (see Figs. 13 and 14):
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Fig. 13. Rank-size distribution of social networks by number of millions of unique visitors per day. Note: Facebook is the dragon-king in this case with
over 60% of total market share.
Source: http://royal.pingdom.com/2011/03/25/social-networks-one-million-visitors-per-day/.

Fig. 14. Facebook connections, December 2010.
Source: http://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-engineering/visualizing-friendships/469716398919.

The explosive diffusion of the Internet has suddenly increased the World System’s connectivity and led to the emergence
of large coherent clusters. Social networks are one of the most striking examples of such clusters.
Let us compare Fig. 14 with Fig. 15 (‘‘The Earth at night’’).
This picture can be considered ‘‘Wealth density map of the World’’, as illumination represents population density together
with per capita wealth. It is easy to observe that illumination and Facebook maps are very similar except for China and
Russia (these areas are illuminated but Facebook users are few there). That shows the effect of globalization together with
smaller clusters (national social networks in China and Russia). Increasing connectivity and removing barriers may cause
fast Facebook expansion into these areas within next 5 years.
Other examples of the dragon-kings of the Internet are provided by, e.g., Google Search Engine and YouTube (see Figs. 16
and 17).
Actually, the growing stress and the growing connectivity are two sides of one process. That is why the difference
between dragon-king emergence scenarios is rather relative. In both cases the dragon-king is a superlarge/supercritical
event encompassing the whole system, whereas all the other events in the sample are small isolated islands within the
gigantic dragon-king cluster. Yet, we decided to treat those two scenarios as separate, because the versions of the impact
on a system may be significantly different, as the mechanisms of the growth of stress and the increase in connectivity differ
from each other in a rather substantial way.
Further we propose a model of social percolation, which demonstrates that the stress and the connectivity are multipliers
within the same equation, and, consequently, are interchangeable.
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Fig. 15. Earth at night (inverted: the darker the spots, the more illuminated by electric lights the respective areas are at night).
Source: http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0011/earthlights2_dmsp_big.jpg.

Fig. 16. Rank-size distribution of top 10 video multimedia websites. YouTube is a king with 77% of market share.
Source: http://www.marketingcharts.com/interactive/top-10-video-multimedia-websites-february-2011-16415/.

Fig. 17. Rank-size distribution of top 10 Search Engines. Google is a king with 85% of market share.
Source: http://marketshare.hitslink.com/report.aspx?qprid=4&qptimeframe=M&qpsp=144.
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The model
There are a fairly large number of mathematical models describing the phenomena in networks with interesting network
effects: random graphs model [25], percolation model [26], sand-pile model [27], Ising model [28], etc.
Describing processes in society, we can define a generalized model. Let there be a network of people (agents) A1..n .
There are links between agents Lij , which are interpreted as the strength of influence of agent Aj on agent Ai as regards
decision-making. Decision here means the choosing by an agent of one of the alternatives α1..M among a set of alternatives
ci ∈ {α1 , α2 , . . . αM }. Examples of choice can be: a choice of one product (brand) out of a few similar ones, conversion to a
religion, the decision to buy or sell a stock, staying neutral at a conflict or supporting some alliance, user registration at one
of the Internet services, etc.
We will further consider the model using an example of choosing one brand of a commodity out of several analogous
ones (the model, of course, can be expanded to other cases of choice).
For a specific customer, commodity items by different manufacturers α1..M are not always the same, as some of them can
be more or less relevant to him at the moment. Let us suppose that on condition of

• initial choice absence (customer has not chosen any product ci = ∅)
• customer’s equal awareness Uim about each good from the set {αm },
• the absence of external influence on the customer on the part of other costumers (Lij = 0)
the probability of consumer Ai choosing product αm will be proportionate to relevance rim .
Growth of awareness about the product occurs as a result of communications with customers who are already using it.
The more relevant (rjm ) the product is, the more willing customers are to share information about it. Information intensity
also depends on connection Lij between agents.
Thus, general growth of awareness about the product can be described as
dUim
dt

=



Lij rjm − w Uim

(1)

1≤m≤M

(2)

cj =αm

1 ≤ i ≤ N,

Uim – customer Ai awareness about product αm
r
im – relevance of product αm to customer Ai
{cj =αm } Lij rjm – total influence of neighbors Aj who have already chosen the product αm ; if the agent is already using
the product, Lii = 1 has the meaning of self-influence
w – coefficient of forgetting / information actuality loss
It is evident that the customer awareness cannot exceed 100%. In connection with this, there is an additional condition:
0 = Uim = 1.

(3)

This can be achieved with the following discrete condition:
dUim
dt

= 0 if Uim = 1 and



Lij rjm − w > 0.

(4)

{cj =αm }

It can be also achieved with the following continuous limitation:


dUim
dt

=




Lij rjm − w Uim  (1 − Uim ).

(5)

{cj =αm }

In both cases the qualitative behavior of the model is the same.
Decision-making about the choice is a threshold-process, the agent makes a choice when he is sufficiently aware of the
product and the product suits (is relevant to) him. Let us suppose that the change of choice occurs when relevance of the
product and awareness about it exceed those indicators for the current choice.
Thus, transition from product 1 (which the consumer Ai currently uses) to product 2 occurs if
Ui2 ri2 > Ui1 ri1 .

(6)

So, at each moment the consumer uses the product of which he is both aware and which is relevant to him. However,
if inside the cluster of his acquaintances another product appears (which is more relevant both to this consumer and his
neighbors), the information about this product spreads fast within the cluster and the customers massively choose the
respective product.
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Fig. 18. 2-dimensional grid used for simulations; each cell of the grid contains an agent connected with 4 other agents. Note: walls between cells depict
barriers (the darker the wall, the lower conductivity Lij between cells). Barriers between agents are determined in a random way.

Fig. 19. Spatial distributions of clusters at subcritical phase of the system, g = 1.

Simulations
The simulations are done on the 2-dimensional grid with an agent in every cell of the grid. Every agent is connected with
4 other agents (top, left, bottom, right). Connections have different strengths, thus the space is separated by barriers with
random conductivity. We call conductivity Lij , which has the same sense as J in classical Ising model, the factor of agents
interinfluence. For classical percolation model Lij is either 0 or 1. Barriers between agents are 1/Lij . Fig. 18 displays such a
grid.
Assume that each agent in the model creates one alternative that can diffuse through the network afterwards. Thus, the
number of alternatives is equal to the number of agents N = M. Initially, every agent knows about the existence of his own
alternative and alternatives of his immediate neighbors.
The model parameters are as follows: C —overall connectivity factor, R—overall relevance factor, D—depreciation factor.
On the basis of those parameters the model coefficients are calculated in the following way:
Lij = C ξ , where ξ is a random value with uniform probability distribution 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1;
rjm = Rrm , where rm (the relevance of alternative m) is equal for all the agents and is a random value with uniform
probability distribution 0 ≤ rm ≤ 1;
w = D.
It is possible to identify within the model one common parameter that is a combination of relevance (stress) R,
connectivity C, and the rate of information depreciation D (it is this parameter that determines the phase of the system):
RC

.
(7)
D
Qualitative behavior of Eq. (5) does not change if values of R, C and D are changed simultaneously to keep the same value
of g. Thus, g may better describe qualitative behavior of the model.
With small values of g we deal with the subcritical phase – with a large number of small clusters with the exponential
cumulative distribution function.
The spatial distributions of clusters for different values of g are presented above and below (Figs. 19–21). Agents of the
same color have chosen the same brand.
g =
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Fig. 20. Spatial distributions of clusters at critical phase of the system, g = 1.7.

Fig. 21. Spatial distributions of clusters at supercritical phase of the system, g = 1.9.

With the increase in the value of g the system enters the critical state and the distribution becomes a power-law.
With the further growth of the value of g a dragon-king emerges, that is, we observe the formation of a gigantic cluster
encompassing the whole system.
In general, when the value of g is supercritical, temporal evolution of the model shows fast cluster formation. The most
interesting effects are observed if g is slowly increasing (thus moving from subcritical to supercritical phase). The typical
evolution for this simulation scenario is shown in Fig. 22.
It is notable that the cluster dynamics have three typical cases: rapid growth (expansion to adjacent market niches and
acquisitions), constant value for a period of time (niche domination), and fast decline (being pushed out of the niche by the
invader). It should be noted that those who start first do not always win the game by the end of the day.
To compare with real life, let us have a look at real dynamics of corporate revenues (Fig. 23) and empire sizes (Fig. 24).
To avoid the evolution of the niche size itself we normalize the revenue of these large companies by US population. As we
see some companies came to constant market share (like P&G or IBM), some of them are growing fast (Wal-Mart, Citigroup),
and others are declining and are finally bought (DuPont, Chrysler).
The same picture is observed for empires. They occupy niches – geographical regions with natural borders and may stay
within those borders for centuries. They expand fast as they come to power but may also collapse in several decades losing
vast territories.
Interactive simulation of the model (together with the source code) is available at
http://www.openhistory.net/percolation/model.
To get the source code right-click on the screen and select ‘‘View Source’’. It can be compiled with open-source Apache
Flex SDK.
The model can describe both scenarios for the emergence of dragon-kings. The system-under-stress scenario is the
scenario of increasing relevance R (system elements’ sensitivity). Scenario of increasing system connectivity C is the scenario
of increasing inter-agent influence Lij . As in the model above, r and L are multiplied by each other, the increase of either leads
to similar effects: exceeding the critical point and eventuating in a dragon-king formation.
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Fig. 22. Evolution of cluster sizes in the simulation.

Fig. 23. The revenue of large US companies (Fortune-500 dataset http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2011/full_list/) normalized by US
population, in constant 2000 dollars.

Conclusion
In this article we have examined supercritical events in social systems. We have shown that in these systems dragonking is not a random outlier unexplainable by power-law statistics, but a natural effect. It is a very large cluster in a porous
percolation medium. It occurs as a result of changes in external conditions, such as supercritical load, increase in system
elements’ sensitivity, or system connectivity growth.
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Fig. 24. The sizes of big countries/empires in history [20], mln sq. kilometers.
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